Figure 16  Melbourne City Council Land Survey Group plan of the Exhibition Buildings and Carlton Gardens, c. 1920s
Source: Reproduced from Carlton Gardens: Tree Conservation Strategy.
Figure 17  Oblique aerial view of the Exhibition Buildings and Carlton Gardens from the north-west, c. 1927-28, showing the northern entrance obscured by a large tree (centre picture); the northern oval and pavilion flanked by the eastern and western annexes; the western portico entrance and its formal garden roundel (at right); and the Hochgürtel Fountain facing the south entrance and terminating the Grand Allée, visible as a double line of trees.

Source: Reproduced from Carlton Gardens: Tree Conservation Strategy.
Figure 18  Oblique aerial view from the north-west of the Exhibition Buildings and Carlton Gardens, c. 1930s-1940s.
Source: Picture Collection, State Library of Victoria.
Figure 19  Plan of Carlton Gardens, January 1941.
Source: City of Melbourne, Parks and Gardens Department.
Figure 20  Oblique aerial view of the Exhibition Buildings and Carlton Gardens from the south-east, 1948.
Source: Reproduced from *Carlton Gardens: Tree Conservation Strategy*. 
Figure 21  Oblique aerial view of the Exhibition Buildings and Carlton Gardens seen from the north, 1949, at the time of construction of the temporary accommodation huts for the Migrant Reception Centre use.

Source: Reproduced from *Carlton Gardens: Tree Conservation Strategy*. 